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Preprogrammed Session Chart
Session Frequency

Related Symptoms

Sleep1

Starts with a 5 minute descent into a 16 minute nap, with a
quick return to energized wakefulness.

Sleep2

This is "Technological Knock Out", a high tech sleep aid.

Sleep3

A powerful sleep trainer to improve the quality of sleep over
time.

Recovery

Healing From Injuries, Emotional Trauma

Schumann

Being Present, Relax and feel good, (Schumann Frequency), Use
in conjunction with Alpha/Theta Training

Calm

Self-Regulation, Stress Reduction

Movemnt1

This protocols can be used by a physician to determine a specific
frequency a patient may need for movement exercises.

Movemnt2

Coordination, Equilibrium, Exercise, Learn and remember a new
movement, Self-Regulation and Stress Reduction, Pain

SMRZone

“The Zone,” Centering, Peak Performance

Dynamic

Brain Exercise and Plasticity, Disentrainment

Attntion

ADD, Focus and Attention, Brain Training and Retaining (not recommend for anyone with anxiety)

ALERT

Morning Wake UP and Energize and Jet Lag (not recommend for
anyone with anxiety)

Memory

Helps with memory and S.A.D. (seasonal affective disorder)

LeftVFld

Selectively stimulates primarily the right side of the brain all the
way back to the right occipital cortex, thus aiding in the repair of

RghtVFld

Selectively stimulates primarily the left side of the brain all the
way back to the left occipital cortex, thus aiding in the repair of
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Preprogrammed Session Chart
Session Frequency

Related Symptoms

AltVFld

Stimulates both sides of the brain in an alternating fashion,
which sometimes is better for repair of bilateral brain injuries

L18R10
L10R18
L18ROff
R18LOff
Concussn

Alzheime

40 Hz for 1 hour. Based off of the MIT research for Alzheimer's

Prtcl 1-23A

These protocols are run in conjunction with a Qeeg Brain Map.
The “A” protocols are the basic protocols

Prtcl 1-23B

These protocols are run in conjunction with a Qeeg Brain Map.
The “B” protocols are the advanced oscillating protocols.
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Features and Functions
USB CABLE CONNECTION FOR
CHARGING AND DOWNLOADING
ON/OFF

PHOTIC GLASSES

JACK FOR EXTERNAL SOUND SOURCE

HEADPHONES

LIGHT INTENSITY
SOUND VOLUME
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Photic Glasses

Plug for Glasses Cable

HM/PV Switch— This switch should always be set in the HM position
which allows the frequencies to be separated for each hemisphere of
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Keyboard Operation
The UP and DOWN buttons move up or down in the current menu or parameter selection
process.
The SELECT button returns to the previous menu or parameter selection menu. It returns
you to the prior selection.
PLAY selects the menu shown or accepts the current value if a parameter selection is being
made. Note that, in general, parameter selections are implemented when selected by the
UP and DOWN keys so you can see or hear the effect and go back if desired.
When in the SessMenu mode, PLAY starts playing the selected session.

Menu Title
MainMenu

Sel Sess

Selections

Meaning of Selection

Sel Sess

Go to select session menu

MakeSess

Start playing with current session parameters,
go thru parameters allowing change

Options

Go to options menu

Download

Go to download menu

7.83hz, 10Hz, 11Hz, 12Hz, 14.7Hz, 15Hz,
18Hz, and Protocols 1 thru 23

These are current sessions in the Clear Mind
Focus Unit.

MakeSess

Options

Download

This selection starts playing light sound with
default or currently selected parameters, and
takes the user through a list of parameters that
can be changed and immediately implemented.

LightBal

Set right/left light balance

SoundBal

Set right/left sound balance

Disp Int

Set display intensity

Dec Pts

Select 0, 1, or 2 decimal points in frequency and
pitch

Slew Spd

Select speed of up/down repeat

Batt Volt

Displays current battery voltage

DnldSess

Download a session

DnldProg

Download entire new program software
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Software Explanation
MakeSess
The Make Session menu item takes the user through a series of entries that control session
parameters while sound and light stimulation are being generated. This is to allow the Doctors
to adjust parameters and set and test new stimulation features. Users can also customize
their sessions. Currently only tone, frequency and pitch are adjustable; more features will be
added in future releases. MakeSess takes you to the tone selection, the tone selection
determines which other parameters there are to adjust.
Tone
There are two tone options. PulsTone (pulsed tone), where a tone with the selected pitch is
sent to each ear pulsed at a selected frequency, and BinBeats (binaural tones), where the
selected pitch is sent to one ear and the other ear gets the same pitch plus an offset
frequency, thereby generating binaural beats. Select the desired tone, then press PLAY.
Setting Frequency and Pitches
Most often the desired pitch and frequency to both ears will be the same. When a
differentiation is necessary, there is a first selection that establishes a frequency/pitch for
both ears, then a second selection that allows changing the right ear.
FreqBoth (after Pulsed Tone)
FreqBoth sets the stimulation frequency on both ears, using the previously selected or default
pitch. The frequencies go from 0.5 Hz to 40 Hz, by 0.1 Hz through 10 Hz, by 0.5 Hz through 20
Hz, and by 1 Hz the rest of the way. Since there are a vast number of options, the keyboard
repeat (hold the up or down key) makes the selection go more quickly. Press PLAY when the
desired selection is made. The lights will blink at the frequency selected, and the sound will
be pulsed at the same frequency.
FreqRght (Pulsed Tone)

FreqRght sets the right eye/ear stimulation frequency. This changes the frequency on the right
eye/ear. If the same frequency is wanted on both ears, just press PLAY without changing
anything. Note that if HemiStim glasses are used, the right visual field instead of the right eye
is affected.
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PitchBth (Pulsed Tone)
PitchBth sets the pitch on both ears, using the frequency(s) selected above. The available
pitches are the notes on the piano keyboard, 6 octaves from about 16 Hz to almost 1000 Hz.
Press PLAY when the desired pitch is selected.

PitchRgt (Pulsed Tone)
PitchRgt sets the pitch on the right ear. If the same pitch is desired on both ears, just press
PLAY without changing anything. The menu will go back to the tone selection and the
selections will continue to play.

Freq Off (offset frequency – in Binaural Beat tone)
FreqOff sets the offset frequency and therefore the stimulation frequency in the binaural
beat tone. Press PLAY when the desired frequency is selected. The lights will blink at this
frequency.

PitchRef (reference pitch – in Binaural Beat tone)
PitchRef sets the pitch reference for the binaural beat tone using the offset frequency
selected above. Press PLAY when the desired pitch is entered; the menu will go back to the
tone selection and the selections will continue to play.
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Preparing for a session
1. Choose a comfortable sitting area.
2. Insure that you have enough battery power or plug the USB cable into the AC adapter or
computer and allow to charge prior to running a session.
3. Plug the photic glasses into the L (light) jack and the headphones into the S (sound) jack.

To run a session
1. To turn the focus unit on, press the PWR switch located on the top left side of the unit.
2. Press the UP and DOWN buttons to cycle through the available sessions.
3. Place the glasses and headphones on.
4. Press the PLAY button to start the session.

5. Adjust the volume and light intensity by using the dials on the right side of the unit to a
comfortable level; brighter and louder is not better.
6. Get comfortable and enjoy your session.

During a session
During a session the name of the session appears in the menu bar.
1. Press BACK or SELECT to see the amount of time left in the session.
2. Pressing BACK or SELECT again returns you to the name of the session.

To pause or stop a session
Session will stop automatically at the end of the programmed time.
To end a session prior to completion, press and hold the PLAY button. This will return the
unit back to the top of the menu structure.
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How to download new software
1. Go to www.clearmindfocus.com. Download and save the new software file to a location
on your computer
2. Plug the Clear Mind Focus™ unit into your computer with the supplied USB cable.
3. Turn the Clear Mind Focus™ unit on.
4. Press the PLAY button then press the BACK or SELECT button.
5. Press the DOWN Button 3 times until you see DownLoad then press the PLAY button.
6. Press the DOWN button once then press the PLAY button. The display on the Clear
Mind Focus™ unit will shutoff and the unit will connect to your computer.
7. When the computer recognizes the Clear Mind Focus™ unit open it to view the files
stored inside. This can be done by using the “Open folder to view files” in the AutoPlay
window or you can go to My Computer and the double click on the Clear Mind Focus™
unit which will be labeled as CRP DISABLD. (If the computer does not recognize the
Focus unit go back and repeat steps 3 through 6 again)
8. Right click on the file located inside the Clear Mind Focus Unit™ and then left click on
delete in the menu.
9. Open the folder on you computer where you save the new Clear Mind Focus™ software
and either drag and drop it into the Clear Mind Focus™ unit or right click on the new
software file the then left click on copy. Next go back to the Clear Mind Focus unit and
right click then left click on paste.

10. Disconnect the USB cable and turn your Clear Mind Focus™ unit back and it show
display DnldGood to confirm that the new software download correctly.

PLEASE USE A WINDOWS BASED PC TO TRANSFER THE FOCUS
SOFTWARE. THE FOCUS UNIT IS NOT MAC COMPATIBLE.
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Charging and Battery Information
The Clear Mind Focus™ unit uses rechargeable Lithium-Ion batteries. Lithium batteries are
good for 3.5-4 volts. They are good for 500-1000 recharges; a battery may have to be
replaced every two years. The charging circuit can do fast recharges in about 3 hours from a
USB wall plug adapter rated at 1 amp, and a standard USB A to USB microB cable attached to
a computer. The battery in the Clear Mind Focus™ unit should only be replaced with an
approved rechargeable lithium ion battery. Contact Clear Mind Center to purchase a new
battery.
Clear Mind Focus™ continually monitors its battery voltage; when it reaches 3.4 volts (about
20% of capacity remaining) a “Chg Soon” alert is given. When it reaches 3.3 volts (about 10%
of capacity remaining) a “Chg Now” alert is given and sessions can no longer be run. When it
reaches 3.2 volts (about 5% of capacity remaining) the unit shuts off, and if turned on will
shut off immediately.
When plugged into the charger, as soon as the battery is recharged enough to allow the
processor to run, the unit will say “Charging” and display the battery voltage. When charge is
complete, the unit will say “Charge Done” and the user should disconnect the charger. If the
Clear Mind Focus™ unit is turned off while charging the display will read “Low Power Charging” This means that the unit is in low power mode and charging. If there is no activity after
10 minutes the display will turn off and continue charging
If there is a problem with charging, the unit will say “BattFail”. If the charger is disconnected
before charge is complete, the unit will say “Charge Not Done”. To erase any of these status
messages, press PLAY and the system will revert to the standard menu system.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Use while seated or lying down. Be sure that you or anyone else who will use the Clear
Mind Focus™ unit are not subject to any form of epilepsy or visual photosensitivity.
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Battery Life
To extend the life of your battery you should keep the unit charged when not being used.
If the battery is allow to fully discharge the life of the battery will be shortened. When the
unit does not hold a charge any more it is time to replace the battery. The battery should
be replaced with a 14500 series lithium ion battery rated at 2200mah.

Average Discharge Times
Running a session with glass brightness set at 1 = 23 hours of run time
Running a session with glass brightness set at 10 = 18 hours of run time
Running a session with glass brightness set at 20 = 10 hours of run time
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